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Ministry of Railways (Railway Board)

No. 2016/Heritage/Museum Program

General Manager(s)
All Indian Railways & Metro Railway Kolkata

General Manager
Integral Coach Factory, Chennal

New Delhi, dated: 21.07.2017

Sub: Rejuvenation and Strengthening of Rail Museums, Heritage Parks and
Galleries: Restoration and Preservation of Vintage Saloons & Coaches
and Operation of Coach Restaurant.

Ref: Board's letters of even number dated 14.12.2016, 31.03.2017 and
22.06.2017.

Reference above, Railways were requested to formulate proposals and sanction appropriate
works for rejuvenation/strengthening of Railway Museums/Heritage Parks/Galleries, providing facilities
for differently-abled visitors and installation of CCTV systems.

2. Many of these museums house vintage coaches and saloons, which require regular up-
keepment and periodic' refurbishing. Integrity and Authenticity are the two guiding principles for
heritage preservations, which also apply for conservation of these vintage coaches and saloons. For
meaningful preservations of these vintage saloons/coaches, it is requested that the following may be
adhered to:

a) These vintage saloons/coaches may be assessed by professional agency /experts e.g.
conservation architects for current status of preservation and interventions needed.

b) The professional agency may be asked to formulate a detailed report outlining the current
status of preservation and work needed for restoration/refurbishing after taking into
consideration present condition and historical evidences (photographs, books etc.). The
report shall also contain bills of materials (BoM) and estimated cost for restoration.

c) Based on this report Railways/PUs may formulate and sanction appropriate works for
undertaking the work.

3. Railway theme coach restaurant are popular among tourists and general public. The Shan-e-
Bhopal located at Hotel Late View Ashok, Bhopal is India's first multi-cuisine rail coach restaurant.
Rail museums/heritage parks that witness substantial footfall, has potential to supplement its revenue
as well generate additional employment by opening rail coach restaurants. For this purpose, Railways
/PUs may suitably convert/refurbish one or two overage coaches into rail theme based restaurant for
catering to museum visitors and general public. The concept design and detailed layout may be
decided engaging professional agencies in the field of architecture & hospitality sector.
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(Subrata Nath)

Executive Director/Heritage
Telefax: 011-23385330

Email: subrata.nath@nic.in
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